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Villagers are involved in the construction of the tanks
and are well trained in how to maintain them. Our
partner is then available for consultation but encourages
villagers to take responsibility for their water systems. 
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Overview
Our partners in Bali have been helping poor villages access clean
water and health care for over ten years. Some villages have no ready
access to clean water, relying only on unhealthy rice field run-off that
disappears in the dry season. Other villages may have water available
but no system for sharing it evenly among families. This project will
partner with five villages in Bali where distance and finance are the
biggest barriers to accessing clean water. Training in how to maintain
the infrastructure is also a component of the project so that it will be
viable for years to come.

Komang Supartini’s family life
has been transformed by a new
water tank close to home. For
years, our partner has been
helping Komang Supartini in her
physical rehabilitation after
being electrocuted. It has been
a slow recovery but she is
making good progress. A major
challenge the family faced was
getting enough clean water for
bathing, cooking and cleaning.
With only a 50 litre bucket in
reserve, her mother and brother
would cart water little by little
from 200 metres away or ask
neighbours for their water. Now
they have a 5,000L tank and
pipes to the bathroom and
kitchen provide running water.
What a difference it has made!
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Once all the tanks are built, 165 families across Bali,
totalling 766 people, will have access to clean
water. The community contributes labor for building
tanks and laying pipes, as well as food and drinks
for all the workers.
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A great start to this project with 15 water tanks
built, impacting 49 families, across 4 different
locations. The remaining tanks to build are in closer
proximity and expected to be completed on target.
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A flow-on benefit of readily available clean water is
improved capacity for farming and agriculture, which in
turn leads to better health and nutrition, increased
income, and more education opportunities for children.


